The International Transport Forum at the OECD
Intergovernmental Organisation

• 57 member countries

• Administratively integrated with OECD

• Global dialogue for discussion of transport policy across all modes
The Annual Summit

• Ministers are joined by business leaders, civil society, international organisations, research community

• **Next Summit**: 31 May – 2 June 2017, Leipzig, Germany

• **Theme**: Governance of transport
Research and policy analysis – recent work
Research and policy analysis – ongoing work

• Roundtables and Working Groups:
  – Assessing regulatory changes in the transport sector (Stockholm, October 2016)
  – Comparison of safety management systems (Paris, March 2017)
  – Private Investment in Infrastructure: Infrastructure risk treatment and moving beyond PPP (2016/2017)

• Modelling and Statistics:
  – Transport Outlook 2017
  – Global initiatives: Shared Mobility, Decarbonising Transport

• Research cooperation:
  – Research on rail funding and performance in Europe with University of Giessen
  – Lecture on rail funding and financing in Europe with Antwerp Railschool
International freight in tonne-kilometers
by corridor: 2010, 2030, 2050
Eurasian rail freight: potential growth

Equivalent to +10% rail volumes globally by 2050

Main shift from sea (16%)

Associated reductions in road volumes

+150% rail volumes in corridor routes and their feeders

Greatest impacts: manufacturing, mining, electronic devices

Corridor growth would lead to +0.3% freight trade globally
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